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Book Review: “Let’s Go For a Drive!” by Mo Willems
Piggie and Elephant Gerald are the main characters.
By Mila T.
Section 17
They are bored. Elephant Gerald had an idea to go
for a drive. They packed lots of stuff. All of a
sudden, they realized that they don’t have a car.
But that’s not a problem. Piggie and Elephant
always have ideas for fun. Children will love this
book because it is fun and silly.
Ask A Creeper
By Aengus T.
Section 23

My Great Grammie
By Thomas S.
Section 47

Oh creeper oh creeper
Why are you so green?
Oh creeper oh creeper
Why are you so mean?
Oh creeper oh creeper
Why do you explode?
Oh creeper oh creeper
I’m always in building mode!

The most giving person
Great Grammie
She is so generous and
She’s always been with
beginning
When I see her it’s so
leaves me grinning

Baby Sister
By Mikey T.
Section 18
My baby sister is
finally here,
I waited for her almost a
year!
She and I love to play,
I ready to her everyday!
It is fun to give her a hug,
Even if she gives my hair a
tug!

I know is
kind to me
me since my
fun that it

She makes me dinner and my favorite
dessert
Sometimes I eat so much until I hurt
We walk and talk and play some games
I find my pictures in lots of her
frames
She moved nearby to spend more time
with me
I treasure this time that was meant
to be
I call at night so we can pray
That God will take care of her every
day

Dragon Masters “Speed of the Tornado Dragon”
Christopher M.
Section 11
The dragon masters and Griffith went outside
in a storm and they saw a tornado dragon.
Drake asked, “Are we going to catch that
dragon?” Griffith replied, “Yes.” Everybody
said, “Let’s go!!!” Griffith said, “I will
look for the new dragon master and all of
you go chase the tornado dragon.” Rori said,
“We will use worm to transport us if it goes
fast.” Griffith went in the castle and went
to his workshop. He opened a box with a
picture of a dragon on it. He asked the
dragon stone that came from the prime stone
glowed green. Picture popped up and shoved
the new dragon master. Griffith found out of
the new dragon master was in the land of
Pyramid. Then Diego popped up and Griffith
asked Diego, “Can you find the new dragon
master?” Diego used his magic to go to the
land of Pyramids. Diego found the new dragon
master and asked, “What is your name?” The
boy replied, “Christopher.”
Bradford Saves The Day
By Varun V.
Section 23
Once there was a man named Bradford. He was a park ranger in New
York City. One day he saw something strange at the park he worked
at, a lion in a delivery truck. He knew at once that someone was
stealing a lion. He looked at the license plate, DTB ESB. Then
the truck zoomed away into a traffic jam. He told the police
everything. The police found the truck and lion, but not the
man. Bradford realized the license plate was a code. It stood for
“Down the base” “Empire State Building.” He drove there with the
police. When he came there, he found a secret hideout. In the
hideout, there were dozens of wild animals. He told the police
all about it. Then they set traps. When the thief came, he got
stuck in one trap. He was sent to jail, and the wild animals,
including the lion, were all released into the wild.
Everyone appreciated Bradford for his bravery and help.
THE END

Make Our World Better!
By Sanvi Y.
Section 47
I want to talk to you about how important it is to save our
planet.
Don’t forget we aren’t the only ones on planet earth. Along with
us there are plants and probably millions of animals. After all,
we would be nothing without them.
Ex. Without cows we would not have any milk. Or without plants
our food supply would decrease.
Through all my years of life personally, I have looked at earth
through different perspectives. I have always thought that
humans were on top of the world. I never realized until I was
nine that leaders are nothing without the supporters. And it
made me realize that we need the environment to live. If the
environment can’t support us we can’t live.
So, what should we do? First off, we have to plant trees. You
see, the earth works the same way as a greenhouse. Earth’s
atmosphere will always trap a little bit of heat from the sun.
We need oxygen and not Carbon Dioxide. To make matters worse we
are doing the process known as deforestation. Plus, using all
modern technology we have released more carbon dioxide than
ever. You might be wondering how much Carbon dioxide per day
goes into the atmosphere because of these modern new
technologies. Let me tell you that 115 million cars are the
average cars that are driven everyday. Imagine how many tanks of
Carbon Dioxide that could fill up. And that’s just in America
alone! Imagine that!
So, let’s make sure everyone does their part. How can you help?
Well first we can surely use recycling. Next off let’s conserve
things. Use the things you only need. Ex. If you are riding to a
friends house whose house is a block away in a 7 seater van, is
that really needed? No it is not you could ride a bike
especially if not 7 people are going it just wastes time and
energy. Please
don’t cause extra trash. And always plant trees and plants. The
three R’s are helpful too. Reuse, Reduce, Recycle.
So in conclusion, I think it is important to rebuild
the earth to make it greener and cleaner!

Summer
By Caroline S.
Section 38
Days are hot
Jump in a pool
Play all day
Remember to stay cool

Follow Rules and Be SAFE!
By Mihir S.
Section 22

Chaos around the world
Omnipresent
Very painful
Inappropriate
Disastrous

Nog
By Phoebe S.
Section 18

This is a frog
Who doesn’t like
to swim in a bog.
His name is Nog.
He knows a hog.
He thinks he’s a dog.
Do you know him?

I did not like COVID-19 because I
could not play with my friends a lot,
I could not go anywhere outside
and online schooling was not much fun
for me.
COVID-19 was really unpleasant as
many people became sick and
many died. It was horrific, frightful,
dreadful, and terrifying.
I hope this goes away soon,
meanwhile just stay SAFE!
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